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20 June
The bond market is signaling doubts about Japan’s recovery from a 
record earthquake even as the Bank of Japan lifts its assessment on 
the economy.

Treasuries failed to recoup two days of losses as optimism that Greece 
will tackle its debt crisis drove stocks higher in the U.S. and Asia, cutting 
demand for the relative safety of government debt.

Asian stocks rose for the first day in five as concern eased Greece 
will default on its debt after Luxembourg’s Jean-Claude Juncker, who 
leads the group of euro- area finance ministers, said a solution to the 
crisis will be found.

The Reserve Bank of Australia said it will weigh Europe’s sovereign debt 
crisis against a pickup in domestic growth and inflation in deciding 
when to increase interest rates, minutes of its June 7 meeting showed.

21 June
The euro weakened from a one-week high against the dollar on 
concern Greek Prime Minister George Papandreou will fail to pass 
austerity measures even after winning a confidence vote in parliament. 
Asian stocks advanced for a second day, the won climbed and 
default risk dropped.

PetroChina Co., Asia’s largest energy producer, yesterday walked 
away from what would have been its biggest overseas acquisition, a 
C$5.4 billion ($5.5 billion) purchase of natural-gas assets in Canada.

Oil fell in New York on signs that a drop in U.S. stockpiles will be smaller 
than forecast and speculation that OPEC countries including Saudi 
Arabia are increasing supplies.

Asian stocks rose, driving the region’s key index up for a second day 
as Greek Prime Minister George Papandreou won a parliamentary 
confidence vote, moving the country a step closer to avoiding a 
default on its debt.

22 June
A group of Canadian banks and pensions raised their offer for the 
owner of the Toronto Stock Exchange, intensifying a bidding war hours 
after London Stock Exchange Group Plc agreed to pay a special 
dividend should its takeover of TMX Group Inc. agreement succeed.

Japanese stocks declined for the first time in four days after the U.S. 
Federal Reserve cut its forecast for growth in the world’s biggest 
economy.

Pioneer Investments, a unit of UniCredit SpA, Italy’s biggest bank, said 
it is moving its investment activities in Singapore to London, which will 
become its emerging-markets investment center.

China’s money-market rate soared to the highest level in more than 
three years on concern cash supply won’t rebound before the end of 
this month.

23 June
Premier Wen Jiabao said that China’s efforts to stem inflation have 
worked and that the pace of consumer-price increases will slow, an 
assessment that contrasts with some economists advocating further 
steps.

South Korea’s won was headed for the biggest weekly advance since 
April as stocks gained on speculation European Union leaders will 
agree to forge a rescue plan for Greece to stem the fiscal crisis from 
spreading.

Japanese stocks rose for the fourth time this week after European 
Union leaders vowed to rescue Greece, easing concern the region’s 
debt crisis will spread and cause damage to Japan’s export markets.

The Australian dollar climbed from a one-month low against the U.S. 
currency on optimism Greece will pass budget cuts next week needed 
to receive additional aid, boosting demand for higher-yielding assets.

24 June
The lowest Chinese stock valuations since economic growth collapsed 
three years ago are a sign to the nation’s biggest brokerages that it’s 
time to buy.

South Korea’s won dropped the most more than a month as concern 
the European debt crisis won’t be contained prompted investors to 
flee emerging-market assets.

Treasury 10-year yields were one basis point from this year’s low on 
speculation the government of debt-saddled Greece will struggle to 
gain approval for deficit-reduction plans this week.

Euro bears driving the region’s shared currency to its first two-month 
loss in a year are facing rising interest rates, bullish bets in futures 
markets and Angela Merkel’s determination to keep the 17-nation 
bloc intact.
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